MORE REPRESENTATION.

Recently a professional society discussed raising the Class Day budget representative by arranging that all the course societies be represented on the committee. Of course Class Day is not to be for everyone, but actually the society on the committee to represent 1908 should be the men who have done the most for the class, who are representative of Technology rather than of any one course.

The real idea behind the good show is a good thing, however, and should be extended to other things besides the Class Day Committee. All professional societies ought to see to it that they are fairly represented on the track teams, on the Tech, in the Tech Shop, and not merely in honorary positions.

DEBTS TO TECHNIQUE.

When a man asks that something be done for him for which he knows the customary fee and after receiving his benefit, refuses to pay for it, as a rule he is not likely to be so with you. When a society or club at Technology by word or deed asks that their insert be put into the Technic for a customary fee and it is inserted and after such insert has been published, refuses to pay for it, such a club or society is likely to be paid for with respect.

Any money sent out by the society editor of Technique to an organization is intended merely to remunerate it that if it wishes to have an insert in the book it should send it with a list of subscribers in the customary fee for insertion and that after such insert has been published, refuses to pay for it, such a club or society is likely to be paid for with respect.

Any money sent out by the society editor of Technique to an organization is intended merely to remunerate it that if it wishes to have an insert in the book it should send it with a list of subscribers in the customary fee for insertion and that after such insert has been published, refuses to pay for it, such a club or society is likely to be paid for with respect.

An addition to the list of the serial publications of the research laboratory for 1907 is given below:


DEBTS TO TECHNIQUE.


The other publications by the research staff are a translation of Abega's "The Zeta-Theory of Electric Traction," by Carl E. von Eady, and a small dictionary on "Chemistry of the Modern Foundations of Science."